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QUOTE OF THE DAY

“

Freshmen Autumn Eavey (left) and Kelsey Johnson take a selfie as they sled down a hill in The Village last Tuesday.

SLIPPERY SLOPE

Students use a variety of materials to enjoy the outdoors on their days off
By JULIA NELSON
contributing writer

For Lauren Field and her roommate Anna Gantt, what was
intended to be a fun sledding trip
on Tuesday turned out to be a notso-fun trip to the hospital.
While sledding down a hill on
Neff Avenue in Harrisonburg, the
two girls got into a nasty accident
that left them both with injuries.
Needless to say, Field and Gantt
made no plans to go sledding after
Saturday’s storm which resulted in
more than 11 inches of snow.

“We actually didn’t even hit anything, we were just going too fast
and we [ran into the] cement,” Field,
a sophomore marketing major, said.
“We kind of bounced.”
The accident caused Gantt, a
sophomore graphic design major,
to fracture four of her five lumbar
vertebrae in the lower part of the
spine. She will have to wear a back
brace for several weeks. Field suffered chest trauma, several bruises
on her ribs, neck and spine and a
bad concussion.
“I can’t really do schoolwork without getting a really bad headache,”

Field said.
To Field, a resident of the snowy
state of Massachusetts, sledding is
the most normal thing in the world.
She never thought anything dangerous would happen.
“We only went down the hill one
time,” Field said. “And there were
at least five other groups of people
going down without a problem.”
The two roommates went down
the hill on a two-person sled which
they assume is the reason for the
accident. They weren’t aware of
see SLEDDING, page 8

Before he was president
A flashback of JMU President Jon Alger’s college days

By ERIC GRAVES
contributing writer

Even though it may be
hard for many students to
believe, JMU President Jon
Alger was once a student. He
was also a bouncer at a music
festival and an intern with a
top-secret security clearance.
Alger was born in 1964 in
Rochester, New York, where
he lived for 18 years with
his parents before graduating as the valedictorian from
Churchville-Chili Senior
High School in 1982.
Nicknamed “Romeo” after
an over-the-top high school
performance in Shakespeare’s “Romeo and Juliet,”
Alger applied to Swarthmore
College in Swarthmore,
Pennsylvania, where he studied political science.
Swarthmore was home
to just 1,300 students, not
much larger than Alger’s high
school.
“I was interested in liberal
arts and I wanted to go to a
smaller school,” Alger said.
He lived on campus all

four years with roommates
for the first three. His dormitory was Spartan and he had
only a few art pieces adorning
his walls.
Alger didn’t own a TV or
a car, either. There was one
phone per residence hall and
one dining hall on the entire
campus.
“[The food] got tiresome
after a while,” Alger said. “I
really liked the turkey tetrazzini though. I always
looked forward to that.”
Alger’s classes began at 8
a.m. with his Russian course.
He said that while he doesn’t
remember much of the language now, it was helpful
for when he visited Russia in
1993.
It wasn’t until the evenings, however, that the
really difficult classes started. Swarthmore didn’t have a
grading scale. Instead,classes
were modeled after the
Oxford system, in which
students met with professors at their homes and had
see ALGER, page 4

ARCHIVE PHOTO COURTESY OF HALCYON YEARBOOK

Jon Alger poses for his senior photo published in
Swarthmore College’s Halcyon yearbook in 1986.

Much like the
road to hell, our
journey was
paved with good
intentions, but
once we tasted
our food we
couldn’t stop at a
‘little bit.’
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Diane Babral, an instructor in the
nursing department, died over the
weekend from complications to cancer.
By SAM BAARS
The Breeze

Her students described her as one
of the most caring and selfless instructors they had ever had the pleasure of
studying under.
Diane Babral, a beloved instructor
in JMU’s nursing department, died
on Saturday evening, leaving faculty and students shocked and deeply
saddened.
In December, Babral was diagnosed
with ovarian cancer, and she began
receiving chemotherapy treatment
about a month ago. According to fellow nursing instructor Christina Lam,
Babral was eager to begin a clinical trial
at The University of Virginia hospital
that looked at improving the prognosis of people with ovarian cancer and,
for the trial, her spirits were high.
Julie Sanford, professor and department head of JMU’s nursing program,
said Babral’s sudden and unexpected death was a result of Sepsis,
an infection in her port — a device
implanted in the body through which
doctors can deliver medication during
chemotherapy.
The infection in Babral’s port was
directly in her bloodstream. She also
had blood clots in her lungs, making
it difficult to breathe. Sanford said that
she was shocked and devastated by the
loss. Babral, she added, was in class on
Thursday.
“She was passionate about teaching
and she wanted to help students learn
the best way to take care of patients …
She cared deeply that students [got] the
best education they could get at JMU,”
Sanford said.
Faculty and students alike said
they will miss Babral’s exceptional
dedication to teaching the foundations of nursing, psychiatric mental
see BABRAL, page 3

The votes are in
Ryan Windels elected SGA’s
next student body president

By ERIN FLYNN
The Breeze

DART OF THE DAY

TODAY WILL BE

COURTESY OF JMU

SGA ELECTIONS

”

A “who-even-does-that”
dart to the kid who refuses to
participate in class discussion
and openly disrespects our
very sweet professor.
From a senior who thinks
you’re probably one of those
people who says, “I’m paying
for this education so I can do
whatever I want.”

Diane Babral died
Saturday from cancer
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This year’s Student Government Association major
elections have come to an
end and its new leaders have
been announced.
Ryan Windels, a junior
political science and public
policy and administration
double major, has been
elected as SGA’s student
body president.
“It was a lot of disbelief
and shock,” Windels said
when he heard the news.
“You know, you keep visualizing over and over in your
head what you’re going to
do, what you’re going to
say, but [it was] definitely
humbling.”
Before the polls closed
on Friday evening, Windels talked with The Breeze
about his thoughts on SGA’s

relationship with students.
He believes in more collaborative efforts among SGA
and other organizations,
and currently sits on SGA’s
community engagement
committee, which serves as
the link between students
and the rest of Harrisonburg.
“We represent what the
ideal student is looking for
— just fair representation, A,
and B, someone who’s looking out for them and having
their back in the conversation,” Windels said. “I think
this committee will have a lot
of progress in the future and
I think student government
is going to be a big part of it.”
The student body president election was a close
race — Windels won with
less than 100 votes. This
year, a total of 1,717 votes
see SGA, page 3
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ACROSS
1 Thom __: shoe
brand
5 Greek Zs
10 This, in Spain
14 Poi source
15 Motionless
16 Like spider webs
17 __ the Impaler:
model for
“Dracula”
18 One of a 1492
trio
19 Ritual flammable
stack
20 They’re juiced in
Jacksonville
23 Anteater’s sound
in the comic
“B.C.”
24 Mobster’s gal
25 Hawaiian wreath
26 Flood-control
project
29 Garbage barge
puller
31 Odorless gas
33 They’re baked in
Boise
37 Disaster relief
org.
38 Put the kibosh on
39 Exec’s “By
yesterday!”
42 They’re boiled in
Bangor
47 Sets aside for
future use
49 __ and improved
50 Barnyard home
51 Suffix with transit
52 “Green __ and
Ham”
55 Knock sharply
57 They’re shelled in
Savannah
62 One-liner, e.g.
63 Make __: get rich
64 Dining table
expansion piece
66 Degree recipient
67 Guts
68 Year-end
clearance event
69 Office note
70 Deuce toppers
71 One-named Art
Deco artist
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DOWN
1 Network that once
employed VJs
2 Muscle prone to
cramps

2/23/15

By Kurt Krauss

3 Devastated Asian
sea
4 Caffeinated pill
5 “Be quiet!”
6 Oklahoma city
7 Early brunch hr.
8 “Star Wars” droid,
familiarly
9 Hollywood
hopeful
10 “College Football
Playoff” network
11 Crow’s-nest
telescopes
12 Deep serving
bowl
13 Infant’s bodysuit
21 __-Rooter
22 Voice above
tenor
26 “What’s the __?”:
“So what?”
27 Fruity cooler
28 “Li’l Abner”
matriarch
30 Departed
32 Furnace output
34 Lukas of
“Witness”
35 “Shop __ you
drop”
36 Neural impulse
conductor
40 Museum
collection

Saturday’s Puzzle
Thursday’s
puzzleSolved
solved
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41 Would-be
social worker’s
maj.
43 “__ your pardon”
44 NFLer who plays
at the
Meadowlands—
in NJ, ironically
45 Scolds but good
46 Ugly duckling, as
it turned out
47 Lumber mill
blockage

2/23/15

48 Bump from which
cactus spines
grow
53 Xbox enthusiast
54 Cathedral
topper
56 Throb
58 San __, Italy
59 Jealous feeling
60 Rip
61 Word after sea or
before Lake
65 Doctor’s charge
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Turkey rescues
hostages in Syria

Putin OK’d Ukraine Greece accepts
invasion precollapse Europe’s loan

Bomb attacks in
Libya kill 40

McClatchy Foreign Staff

McClatchy Foreign Staff

McClatchy Foreign Staff

Los Angeles Times

BERLIN — A Russian newspaper claims
to have an official government strategy document outlining the invasion of
Ukraine that was prepared before the
Ukrainian government collapsed last year.
The editor of Novaya Gazeta, Dmitri
Muratov, reported the document during
an interview with Echo of Moscow, a radio
station. In the interview, he did not reveal
how the newspaper came into possession
of the document in the media-unfriendly
Russian world, but said he had confidence
it was authentic.
Novaya Gazeta is considered a rarity in
Russia these days, an independent investigative newspaper that’s known to anger
the Kremlin regularly. The editor said the
paper’s plan is to publish the full details of
the strategy document next week.
Muratov said the document characterized Viktor Yanukovych, then Ukrainian
president, as “a person without morals
and willpower whose downfall must be
expected at any moment.” Yanukovych
fled Ukraine for Russia on Feb. 22, 2014.
Muratov said the Russian document
appears to have been drafted between
Feb. 4 and Feb. 15 last year. He said the
overall strategy included plans on how
to break Ukraine into automonmous
sectors, immediately attaching southeastern Ukraine to Moscow’s tax union,
with a longer-term plan for annexation.

BERLIN — Greece, at least for the next
four months, will remain a part of the
eurozone, according to an agreement
hashed out by the finance ministers of 19
nations Friday night in Brussels.
Eurogroup Chairman Jeroen Dijsselbloem called the deal “a very positive
outcome.” But Greek Finance Minister
Yanis Varoufakis, perhaps the loudest
advocate for major changes to a bailout
agreement that Greeks believe has forced
the country into unsustainable austerity,
was less effusive. “This is not a moment
for jubilation,” he said. “This agreement is
a small step in the right direction.”
Nevertheless, the conclusion of a deal
that will at least put off until summer the
collapse of the eurozone was greeted with
euphoria on Wall Street, where the Dow
Jones Industrial Average rose more than
150 points after the deal was announced,
to close at a historic high of 18,140.44.
The fact U.S. traders reacted so energetically to the announcement, which came
about 90 minutes before the markets in
New York closed, suggested they were not
expecting an agreement.
There was still a shoe to drop on the
accord. Under the deal, Greece by Monday
must submit concrete plans to eliminate
the country’s endemic corruption and
force Greek businesses and individuals
to pay their taxes.

CAIRO — Has ISIL struck back?
A string of bombings in a town in
eastern Libya killed some 40 people and
injured scores more on Friday, officials
and news reports said. The speaker of Libya’s parliament blamed militants of ISIL
for carrying out the attacks, saying they
were apparently in retaliation for Egyptian airstrikes earlier this week.
The deadly blasts took place in Qubba,
20 miles west of the post city of Derna,
which has been taken over by fighters
from ISIL. Egyptian warplanes on Monday targeted ISIL training camps and
arms caches in and near Derna after the
group released a graphic video of the
beheadings of 21 men, all but one of them
Egyptian Christians, who had been working in Libya as laborers.
Ageila Saleh, the speaker of Libya’s
internationally recognized parliament
based in the east of the country, told Al
Arabiya television that the bombings
came after armed men loyal to the eastern government had clashed with ISIL
forces in Derna, and said he believed the
strikes were meant as revenge for Monday’s air raids. The Reuters news agency
said a group swearing fealty to Islamic
State had claimed responsibility.

MARKETING & CIRCULATION
COORDINATOR

ANKARA, Turkey — After months of
siege by ISIL, Turkey early Sunday sent an
armored column into Syria to evacuate
troops that had been guarding the tomb
AD DESIGNERS
Caroline Davis
of Suleyman Shah, the grandfather of the
founder of the Ottoman Empire.
Adrienne Elias
The government announced early SunKaitlyn Rocchiccioli
day that nearly 600 soldiers were deployed
to the Euphrates river late Saturday, traveling in more than 100 tanks and armored
Download our
mobile app at
personnel carriers, and aided by airborne
breezejmu.org.
early warning and control aircraft, military
helicopters and drones.
The troops removed Suleyman Shah’s
sarcophagus, and destroyed the mausole/TheBreezeJMU
um. Turkey said it would house Suleyman
Shah’s remains in the Ashma region, close
to the Turkish border, after a new mausoleum is built.
The operation ended what was a longrunning hostage crisis, which began when
@TheBreezeJMU
ISIL forces captured the area surrounding the enclave about a year ago. About
48 Turkish soldiers were stationed in sixmonth shifts at the mausoleum, but for
the past eight months it was impossible to
@breezejmu
replace them safely.
“The ongoing conflict and state of chaos
in Syria posed serious risks to the safety
and the security of the tomb, and to the
Turkish Armed Forces personnel valiantly
youtube.com/breezevideo guarding it,” the Foreign Ministry said in a
statement.
Mitchell Myers

Compiled from Tribune News
Service.

NATIONAL NEWS
Homeland Security set
to run out of funding

Supreme Court to rule
on felon weapon rights

Peaceful protest held
Democrats form task
against police brutality force to energize party

McClatchy Washington Bureau

McClatchy Washington Bureau

McClatchy Washington Bureau

McClatchy Washington Bureau

WASHINGTON —
 Congress will return to work
Monday with only four days left to pass a Department of Homeland Security funding bill and avert
a partial agency shutdown and the furlough of
about 30,000 federal employees.
Most of the department’s employees would
be deemed “essential” and kept working even if
the Congress and President Barack Obama don’t
agree in time. The nation’s airports, borders and
political leaders would continue to be protected
during a partial shutdown.
But even those who work would be unsure of
their paychecks until Congress finds a way to fund
the agency beyond Friday.
The operative word on Capitol Hill is “stuck.”
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.,
has been unable to move a bill that would provide
the department with $40 billion through September, because of a Democratic filibuster over added
language that would reverse some of Obama’s
executive actions on immigration.

WASHINGTON — Tony Henderson is getting
his crossbow back, whether he wins or loses at
the Supreme Court.
The former Jacksonville, Fla.-area Border
Patrol agent is also getting back his homemade
muzzle-loading rifle, surrendered with the
crossbow following Henderson’s 2006 arrest on
drug charges. About this, there’s no longer any
dispute.
But whether Henderson can get back other
firearms held by the government for over eight
years is an intricate legal question that will confront the court on Tuesday. It’s also triggered
a clash between gun-control advocates and
champions of constitutional protections for gun
ownership.
“The [National Rifle Association] has a particular interest in this case,” NRA attorney James
Baranowski wrote, warning of a ruling that
“adversely affects law-abiding citizens in contravention of the Second Amendment.”

PASCO, Wash. — As the sun set Saturday afternoon, about 100 people marched the streets of
Pasco to once again protest police brutality.
Emotions were high, with some demonstrators
screaming that the police were murderers. But the
afternoon rally — which included family of shooting victim Antonio Zambrano Montes — went off
largely peacefully. Demonstrators demanded justice for the apple picker.
The latest fatal encounter caught on video
between police and an unarmed man — in this
case a Mexican national — has added Pasco to
the wave of nationwide protests over race and
inequality that followed other incidents in Ferguson, Mo., and Staten Island, N.Y.
But in Pasco, an agricultural city of 68,000, most
of whom are Latino, the social unrest over Zambrano’s death comes with the emotional national
immigration debate as a backdrop.
Like many members of the majority Latino community, Zambrano was here illegally.

WASHINGTON — Democrats have become
a confused political party with a muddled
message and an inability to gather enough of
its loyal voters, a party task force charged with
how to revive the party said Saturday.
“I am here to tell you the Democratic Party
has lost its way,” said Gov. Steve Beshear of
Kentucky, who presented the report to the
Democratic National Committee.
The report, an effort to dissect the party’s
crushing losses in last year’s congressional
and state elections, found “the circumstances
that led to the series of devastating electoral
losses did not develop overnight.”
The Democratic task force called for an effort to
“create a strong values-based national narrative”
that encourages people to vote.
“When we vote, we win,” said Philadelphia
Mayor Michael Nutter.
Compiled from Tribune News Service.
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Anthem hack impacts JMU

University schedules
official makeup day
Saturday, Feb. 28 is the official
makeup day for classes cancelled on
Tuesday, Feb. 17.
Faculty members may hold classes
on the official university makeup day,
hold class at another time acceptable
for class members, hold class electronically using a web-based source
or make up for missed class time
within remaining class meetings.
If instructors choose to hold class
at another time acceptable for class
members, the instructor’s department will arrange the time and
location.
Students should check with their
instructors to determine how missed
classes will be accommodated.

Health insurance company offers free identity theft protection to those affected

Fraud prevention tips
If someone steals and uses your personal information, take these three steps as soon as possible:

1.
2.

Harrisonburg

Improvements
expected to be made
to I-81 interchange
The Harrisonburg-Rockingham
Metropolitan Planning Organization
(HRMPO) is hosting a public information meeting to evaluate road
improvements. The meeting will take
place on Thursday, March 5 from 5 to
7 p.m. at the Lucy F. Simms Continuing
Education Center.
The City of Harrisonburg, Rockingham County and JMU have teamed up
with the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) to complete a study
that will evaluate the I-81 interchanges
at Port Republic Road (Exit 245) and
East Market Street (Exit 247), according to the City of Harrisonburg’s Public
Information Officer Mary-Hope Vass.
The proposed improvements are
meant to address existing and future
operational, safety, access, economic
development and system connectivity
needs within the study’s area.
The community is invited to attend
and provide feedback at the meeting. Written comments will also be
accepted at the meeting, or they can be
submitted to HRMPO Transportation
Program Manager Kevin McDermott at
112 MacTanly Place Staunton, Virginia,
24401 or kevin@cspdc.org by 5 p.m. on
March 13.
The Interchange Alternatives
Analysis Study can be reviewed at
hrvampo.org under plans and projects.

3.

Place a fraud alert with the credit
reporting companies.

Get your free credit reports.

Create an Identity Theft Report by
filing a complaint with the Federal
Trade Commission and your local
police department.

Tips courtesy of the Federal Trade Commission. More
information on the Anthem hack is at anthemfacts.com.

By Evan mcAllister
contributing writer

Less than two months after the JMU
community was informed of a security
breach that potentially compromised
thousands of JMU employee records,
the university finds itself in the middle
of another data security crisis.
This time however, the breach has
little to do with JMU’s own security
measures; instead, it targeted Anthem,
the health insurance company for much
of the university’s faculty and staff.
While the breach was gradually leaked, Anthem, best known
for its health care brand BlueCross
BlueShield, officially announced the
incident on Feb. 4, stating that a “very
sophisticated external cyberattack” had
compromised the records of up to 80

million customers. In response to the
breach, Anthem has offered free identity theft protection to previous and
current customers and set up a website,
AnthemFacts, that lists tips for preventing fraud.
“On January 29, 2015, Anthem, Inc.
... discovered that cyber attackers executed a sophisticated attack to gain
unauthorized access to Anthem’s IT system and obtained personal information
relating to consumers who were or are
currently covered by Anthem or other
independent Blue Cross and Blue Shield
plans that work with Anthem. Anthem
believes that this suspicious activity may have occurred over the course
of several weeks beginning in early
December,” according to Anthem’s official statement.
St o l e n i n f o r m a t i o n i n c l u d e d

customers’ names, birth dates, Social
Security numbers, street addresses, email addresses and employment
details including income, according to
information gathered by the Associated
Press.
Similar security issues were a major
topic of discussion at the Jan. 29
JMU Faculty Senate meeting, which
discussed, among other things, the formation of a task force to deal with the
aftermath of the JMU-specific security
breach.
Jerry Benson, provost and senior vice
president for academic affairs, said at
the faculty senate meeting that hacking
is not just a problem at JMU, but a
national phenomenon. Other colleges
and universities are being targeted.

Babral | Instructor remembered for her opendoor policy to students for advice or just to talk
from front

health nursing and its supplementary clinical.
For clinicals, Babral spent several semesters,
with 10 new students each time, mentoring
them as they gained hands-on experience at
local hospitals.
Lam described her teaching style as “above
and beyond.”
“On Thursday, she probably didn’t feel the
best coming in, but there’s no other place she
would have been than with her students,” Lam
said.
Louanne Simonic is a senior nursing major
who experienced Babral’s extraordinary teaching style firsthand. Simonic took several of
Babral’s courses, but described her relationship with Babral as strongest when Simonic
enrolled in Babral’s clinical section.
In clinical, Babral taught her “not to worry
about the small stuff” and to “not take things
for granted,” which are two values that Simonic
will continue to cherish in her nursing career.
This semester, Simonic is completing her
capstone at home.
“When I go back to JMU,” Simonic said. “I
won’t be able to see Professor Babral. It’s just
hard for me to take it in.”
Katilynn Wyatt, a senior nursing major who
also had clinical with Babral, said that she was
a genuine role model and her selflessness was
contagious.
“She always had an open-door policy to her
students for questions, advice or just to talk. I
think that’s something we will all miss,” Wyatt
said. “I would always stop by when I would walk
past her office door to see how she was doing.
She never failed to ask how my classes were
going and offer some candy that she kept on
her desk.”
Wyatt said her experience and success in the
nursing program wouldn’t have been the same
without her.
Kelsey Crider (’13), one of Babral’s clinical
students who is now working in Richmond at
the Virginia Commonwealth University Medical
Center’s adult psychiatry unit, also remembers

see Hack, page 4

SGA | Windels
attributes success
to his website
from front

of person I am and what I can be.”
Sanford is now working to schedule counseling and debriefing support for students and
faculty while arrangements for the funeral service are forthcoming.
“In nursing, our culture is very supportive
of one another,” Sanford said. “That’s the
essence of our discipline — to be very caring.”

were cast, which is less than 10 percent participation among undergraduate students. This year’s
election saw a much smaller voter turn out than
last year’s election, in which 2,027 people voted.
However, this year’s number is still an improvement from the 2013 election, in which 1,300
people voted.
Windels thinks that the main reason for the
decline is the timing of the election. According
to Windels, elections are usually on a Wednesday and Thursday, unlike this year where they
took place on Thursday and Friday. Windels also
believes that because three of four candidates
ran unopposed, there might not have been as
much excitement.
Windels led with 757 votes and was followed
by Dan Brezinsky and Ethan Best, who had 658
and 288 votes, respectively.
Windels believes that one thing that played a
large part in his success was his website, which
his campaign team created and tracked, as well
as his use of social media. He also thinks that his
membership in his fraternity and reaching out to
other organizations contributed to him winning.
“We think that a lot of Greek life people came
out and voted this year that usually don’t and I
also tried to visit groups like Alpha Phi Omega,
College Republicans, Young Democrats, all of
them … and I think it worked,” Windels said.
Junior public policy and administration major
Meredith Parker will be SGA’s next vice president. Sophomore psychology and justice studies
double major Casey Donnelly will be the executive treasurer and junior psychology major
Robert Smith will serve as the student representative to the Board of Visitors. Parker, Donnelly
and Smith all ran unopposed.
SGA’s minor elections will be held this Friday,
Feb. 27, and voting will take place online at
beinvolved.jmu.edu.

Contact Sam Baars at
breezenews@gmail.com.

Contact Erin Flynn at
breezenews@gmail.com.

courtesy of katilynn wyatt

Nursing instructor Diane Babral (back row, fifth from left) poses with one of her psychiatric mental health
clinical groups from a previous semester. She was remembered for her teaching style and selfless attitude.

Babral as one of her greatest nursing role
models.
Babral had professional interests in psychiatric mental health.
“I chose to go straight into psych nursing
because of her and I love it,” Crider said. “She
was always trying to help and get us students …
to put ourselves into our patient’s shoes. I now
think of her at least every week that I’m at work
… I guess, in a way, she had me tune into myself
and almost look in the mirror to see what kind
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alger | JMU president was a festival bouncer during his time in college
from front

discussions about subjects.
“4.0 GPAs didn’t exist,” Alger said. “The first
semester was all pass-fail only. I got into the
honors program, though; I survived.”
At the end of the semester, professors and
professionals from other universities would
come in to administer oral and written exams
that asked questions based only on information
from the syllabus.
“It was high-impact learning,” Alger said.
“You really couldn’t be passive. You had no
safety net.”
Most students spent several hours a day in
the library, Alger included. It served as a social
gathering place as well.
When he wasn’t locked away studying, Alger
enjoyed singing in the choir at Swarthmore. He
played trombone in high school, but didn’t continue in college.
“It was easier to carry this instrument [my
voice] than it was to carry a trombone,” Alger
said.
He was also active in theater, a co-ed a cappella group and a local church. Walter Bruinsma,
Alger’s pastor from his church in Rochester, had
moved to a church close to Swarthmore during
his sophomore year.
“[Bruinsma] showed up at the residence hall
one day...’” Alger said. “I went [to church] the
first week and he introduced me to the congregation. There was a family [the Nagornys] who
sort of adopted me. They would pick me up
every Sunday and take me to lunch afterward.”
George and Jackie Nagorny became close
friends with Alger. He met them through Bruinsma and attended choir practice with them
on Thursdays.
The Nagorny family remained close with
Alger throughout his college years. They even
helped to get him a summer job at the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard while he was earning
money for graduate school.
Since Alger needed a form of transportation
from Swarthmore to his job, George Nagorny
provided him with a manual transmission truck
— something Alger was not happy about.
He once asked Nagorny why he would
have to learn how to drive a “straight-shift”
transmission.
“[I said] someday he might be stranded someplace, like a desert, where the only
transportation was a vehicle with a manual
transmission,” Nagorny said in an email. “To
which [Alger] responded in a deep voice full of

emotion, ‘That will never happen.’”
Recalling his undergrad years, Alger is glad
he tried different lines of work. He worked as a
bouncer for an outdoor music festival the summer after his junior year. It was not as glamorous
as it might sound.
“I mostly helped people to the restrooms,”
Alger said. “Made sure people were legal. I
didn’t have any major altercations. But it did
teach me what I didn’t want to do with my life.”
Another job Alger worked at during his
undergraduate years included an internship
with the U.S. Department of State.
Despite not being permitted to see the highest security level information, Alger was still
required to have extensive background checks
as well as a top-secret security clearance for the
job.
He saw cables coming in about political and
nuclear weapon developments in other countries. Alger was tasked with piecing together
information on what countries might be creating new weaponry or obtaining it from another.
Alex Gavis, a Boston attorney and Alger’s best
friend and roommate recalled his experience
with Alger’s background check.
“One morning there was a big knock at the
door of my dorm,” Gavis said. “I open it up and
there was an FBI agent with a trench coat and
his badge. He said, ‘I’d like to talk to you about
Jon Alger.’”
The agent interviewed him for 20 minutes,
asking questions about Alger.
“There was absolutely nothing that this person could find out about him that said [Alger]
wasn’t an outstanding individual,” Gavis said.
On weekends, Swarthmore students were
treated to free movies on campus as well as the
occasional concert. But once or twice a semester, Alger and his friends would take a train
into Philadelphia. A few favorite eateries were
Pat’s King of Steaks and the Reading Terminal
Market.
Gavis recalled also going to the museum of
art as well as visiting friends at Penn State.
Alger recalls that there was a virtually nonexistent Greek life on campus. There was also
a typical alcohol and drug culture that is normally associated with colleges, but Alger said
he “didn’t take part in it at all.”
Alger graduated in 1986. He went straight to
Harvard Law School, where he received his JD
with honors and graduated in 1989.
contact Eric Graves at
gravesem@dukes.jmu.edu.

courtesy of the crest yearbook

Jon Alger (top) is pictured with high school classmates Shannon Heilman and Korinne Frame. The students
participated in study abroad programs. Alger went to Japan, while Heilman and Frame went to Finland.

hack | Website created to provide fraud prevention tips to customers

courtesy of tribune news service

Kien Hue Hua rolls down her sleeve after getting a flu shot at the El Monte Comprehensive Health Center in El Monte, California. This flu season, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention estimated that the flu vaccine is only about 23 percent effective. Nearly 80 million customers were affected during the Anthem hack.

from page 3

As the number and complexity of computer information systems increases, so
does the number of attempts made to
invade them — and the number of ways
to do so. Even low-level systems can often
hold important personal information —
email addresses, passwords, Social Security
numbers and other sensitive data. Last year
saw a record-high of 783 separate information security incidents, according to the
Identity Theft Resource Center (ITRC). The
ITRC is a nonprofit organization providing
free services and advice to those affected by
various forms of identity theft.
While certain pieces of data such as
Social Security numbers can be very difficult to change, requiring substantial
proof of identity and additional proof of
fraudulent usage, including proof of misuse, others can and should be altered,
according to Eva Velasquez, the ITRC’s
CEO. These include bank and account

passwords, credit cards and other sensitive information.
Social Security numbers are especially
useful for opening fraudulent lines of tax
and credit. At these times, it’s often necessary to utilize a monitoring service such
as AllClear ID, a third-party firm providing Anthem’s customers credit monitoring.
Both internal and government-sponsored investigations are ongoing to locate
the source and full extent of the breach.
“As soon as we discovered the attack,
we immediately began working to close
the security vulnerability and contacted
the FBI. We have been fully cooperating
with the FBI’s investigation,” according to
the AnthemFacts website. “[We] have also
retained Mandiant, one of the world’s leading cybersecurity firms, to assist us in our
investigation and to strengthen the security
of our systems.”
BlueCross BlueShield is one of the most
widely used health insurance brands in the
country and includes many JMU faculty

and staff as members — along with many
other state employees and their families.
“JMU does not have any information
about which JMU employees were affected or what information was obtained in this
national breach. Anthem has indicated that
they will notify individuals affected by the
breach directly,” Diane Yerian, director of
JMU’s human resources department said.
“We have shared that information with fulltime employees and confirmed for them
that the communication is legitimate.”
Yerian added that Anthem wasn’t the
only insurance provider for JMU employees, though the breach still affects many
members of the JMU community.
The AnthemFacts website went up a
few days after the hack was discovered
and news of the breach began to circulate, with the company still offering
free protection to affected individuals.
contact Evan McAllister at
mcalliem@dukes.jmu.edu.
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JMU needs on-campus voting location
Proposed precinct would streamline campus residents’ access to voting and increase voter turnout
In the past week there has been considerable discussion
among our Editorial Board about the idea of the city
allowing JMU’s campus to have a voting precinct. In
response to last Thursday’s front-page story on the subject,
we believe that an on-campus voting location is not only a
smart idea, but necessary for a university named after the
father of the Constitution.
The proposal, led by junior political science major
and Student Government Association legislative action
committee chairman Josh Humphries, will require support
from JMU students, administration, the SGA and the city
of Harrisonburg to make voting on campus a reality. The
decision ultimately sits with Harrisonburg’s City Council,
who would have to vote to redistrict JMU’s campus as its
own precinct. The location would only serve on-campus
residents who are registered to vote with their JMU address.
The Breeze’s earlier reporting noted that the University
of Virginia, George Mason University, Virginia Tech
and Liberty University all have an on-campus polling
location. We know that securing this opportunity for
those students wasn’t easy. At Virginia Tech for instance,
the plan took many years to implement and the students
there acknowledge the administration as being the final
support needed to get polls on campus
But we feel that the work is worth it.
If we want to exemplify an engaged student body,
improving voter turnout rates should be a top priority.

The proposal for an on-campus precinct is a tangible,
achievable plan to do just that at JMU.
In previous elections, the number of college-aged voters
is typically low, especially during non-presidential election
years. The Washington Post reports that only 23 percent
of 18- to 29- year olds voted during the 2010 midterm
elections. Turnout grew more during the 2012 presidential
election with a 45-percent turnout in that age group. At
JMU, we should strive for more.

“Students shouldn’t have
to sacrifice going to class to
practice their civic duty.”
The Campus Vote Project says that college campuses
that have on-campus precincts usually see a 17-percent
increase in turnout among young adults. This could
have real implications for local, state and even national
elections. Campus residents should have the opportunity
to be more active Harrisonburg citizens and giving them

the ability to vote with convenience will encourage that.
One of the issues a city council member has brought
up in regards to the plan is the cost associated with
redistricting Harrisonburg. It could cost the city upward
of $20,000. It’s a significant price to pay, but one that we
believe is necessary to get more young adults involved with
the voting process.
We shouldn’t make on-campus residents, who have
limited access to transportation, especially freshmen,
go off campus to simply cast their ballots. Sources in the
previous article stated that there were only three shuttles
— which weren’t provided by the university — taking
students to voting precincts on election day. In addition,
if they were to take those shuttles off campus, they’re likely
to run into conflicts with their class schedule. Students
shouldn’t have to sacrifice going to class to practice their
civic duty.
We ask JMU’s administration to support this student-led
initiative. The Harrisonburg City Council needs to ask itself
if it’s doing everything in its power to ensure students are
able to vote with convenience.
“We are a community committed to preparing students
to be educated and enlightened citizens who lead
productive and meaningful lives,” so says our motto. Let’s
take advantage of this opportunity to encourage civic
engagement among future generations of students and
fully exercise our political power.
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A “really?” dart to Corey Tierney for
interjecting race into a column on SNL.
From a Duke who thinks it’s sick that
white males are always seen as negative for
society.

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “did-you-really-just-say-that” dart to
the I Am That Girl campaign for associating
feminism with man-hating in its disclaimer.
From someone who thinks you should
double-check the definition of feminism before
promoting false and harmful ideas about it.

Editorial
Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
breezeopinion@gmail.com

A “remember-this-isn’t-your-livingroom” dart to the girl in the Student Success
Center shouting her life problems out to the
world.
From a group of seniors just trying to do
homework.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.

A “love-the-Dukes-community” pat
to the wonderful Dukes in Starbucks last
week who helped me when I locked my
keys in my car and my phone died. From
offering to buy me coffee and paying to
get my car unlocked to letting me use
their charger, I couldn’t ask for a better
JMU family.
From a senior who will miss that
friendly community once she’s forced to
leave in May.
A “thanks-SNOW-much” pat to the
firemen who helped dig out my car.
From a junior who was using a mixing
bowl before you showed up.
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A “who-even-does-that” dart to the kid
who refuses to participate in class discussion
and openly disrespects our very sweet
professor.
From a senior who thinks you’re probably
one of those people who says, “I’m paying for
this education so I can do whatever I want.”
A “shaking-my-feminist-head” dart to
the informational email inviting JMU women
to join I Am That Girl.
From a proud feminist-she-woman who
doesn’t hate men and wishes you knew what
feminism actually was.
A “point-your-feet-and-shut-yourmouth” dart to the students in my dance
class.
From a fellow student who’s tired of seeing
you walk in 30 minutes late to class and then
repeatedly disrespect the professor.
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MICHAEL GARCIA | food for thought

Take your ignorance elsewhere
Obama’s executive order doesn’t solve the immigration problem, but you should still educate yourself on the issue

I

don’t like telling stories about my personal life to
strangers. But I think the following story is appropriate to share.
My grandfather was born in 1939 and spent
the first 17 years of his life in Durango, Mexico.
When he was 17, he immigrated to the United
States with the help of his father, who managed
to get my grandpa a visa and eventually a green card.
When I asked my grandpa why he decided to move to the
U.S., he laughed and told me, “I had to get out, mijo.” He
added, “I wanted to make a life for myself, everyone heard
of the great opportunities in America and I wanted to have
pride in myself.” He told me that he brought nothing with
him except the desire to work and earn a living.
I tell you this story because I want to highlight how vital
U.S. immigration reform is for individuals like my grandpa.
For those who don’t know, a federal judge in Texas recently
blocked President Obama’s executive order to protect fewer
than five million undocumented immigrants from being
deported. Likewise, the Republican-controlled Congress
is attempting to block funding to the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security — the department responsible for protecting our nation’s borders — so that Obama’s executive
order doesn’t take effect.
Before getting into the details of this executive order,
I’d like to tell you another brief story. This past November,
Obama laid out this executive order on a Thursday night.
Like most of my upperclassmen colleagues on a Thursday
night, I was at Backcountry indulging in a much-deserved
beverage. While I was waiting in line, I heard someone
mention the executive order that came out that night. This
individual asked his friend, “Did you hear that Obama is
going to let all the Mexicans stay here?” He then proceeded
to say something about Mexicans taking all the jobs and freeriding off benefits, just in more colorful language.
I asked this young, inspiring student if he watched the
announcement. “Nah,” he said, “but I think the ruling is B.S.”
I couldn’t help but laugh and walk away.
Let me clearly explain this executive order and the
common misconceptions that surround undocumented
immigrants for you.
First, the order provides protection from deportation
and work permits to roughly 4.7 million undocumented
immigrants, which is roughly 43 percent of the total
undocumented population in the U.S. However, it’s
important to note that this order doesn’t provide citizenship

to these individuals. Instead, the executive order intends to
help the 4.4 million immigrants who have children who are
U.S. citizens or legal permanent residents. Additionally, this
order only applies to those who have been here longer than
five years and thus doesn’t promote illegal immigration.
Secondly, and spoiler alert, not all undocumented
immigrants are Mexican. Nearly half of the 11 million
undocumented immigrants come from somewhere other
than Mexico.
Third, President Obama has deported the most immigrants
out of any U.S. president, with the year 2012 being the highest
number ever deported. Yet, even if 400,000 undocumented
immigrants were deported every year, it would take 30 years
to deport every single person.
Fourth, undocumented immigrants are not freeloaders
taking everybody’s jobs.
A recent Pew Research Center report found that roughly
8.4 million undocumented immigrants are employed,
which constitutes 5.2 percent of the labor force. This is
highly significant for the U.S. economy. For instance,
Texas’ comptroller said that without undocumented
immigrants, Texas’ workforce would decrease by 6.3
percent and Texas gross state product would decrease by
2.1 percent. Additionally, without these workers, 50 to 70
percent of agriculture workers would be lost, which would
be economically devastating. The price of milk alone would
increase by 61 percent.
As far as taking benefits and not contributing to society,
the Congressional Budget Office found that “in the long term,
tax revenues of all types generated by immigrants — both
legal and unauthorized — exceed the cost of the services
they use.”
In the end, Obama’s executive order is a mediocre
solution, at best, to the current problem. Immigration
reform has been kicked down the road for decades and this
president has done little to live up to his promises to the
Latino community. However, it’s ignorant for us as a society
to not be educated on the issue.
Because my grandpa was able to immigrate to the U.S. 79
years ago and chase his version of the American dream, I’m
now three months away from obtaining my master’s degree
in public administration and being able to achieve my own
American dream.

“

In the end, Obama’s
executive order is a
mediocre solution, at best,
to the current problem.
Immigration reform has
been kicked down the
road for decades, and this
president has done little
to live up to his promises
to the Latino community.
However, it’s ignorant for
us as a society to not be
educated on the issue.

”

Michael Garcia is a public administration graduate
student. Contact Michael at garci2ma@dukes.jmu.edu.

KEVAN HULLIGAN | the war room

NAHLA ABOUTABL | respect the riot

Stop the fighting

A new approach

Republicans and Democrats need to focus more on their jobs

Terrorist organizations should be fought with
education and cultural revolution instead of bombs

COURTESY OF TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE

Jeb Bush, a potential Republican presidential candidate in 2016, has recently been referred to as “unelectable.”

Extremism and stubbornness are problems stalling our
government today, but when
it gets to the ridiculous point
we’re at now, can we dig ourselves out of it?
It seems nowadays that
conservatives and liberals are
more concerned with bickering and belittling each other than making laws.
An example is Jeb Bush, who’s considered by
many to be the front-runner for the Republican
nominee for the 2016 presidential election, since
he was recently labeled “unelectable” by influential conservative group ForAmerica.
What did he do to deserve such a label? Had he
flip-flopped on an important area of concern for
conservatives? Did he perhaps do something illegal that would cast a pall over his chances at the
presidency? Actually, all he did was speak positively
about Hillary Clinton while presenting her a lifetime
public service award at a function two years ago. He
said that the both of them are “… united by a love of
country and public service.”
Since when is it a crime to think that someone
of the opposite political persuasion as you isn’t
in fact a malicious demon lord out to destroy the
United States and burn the Constitution? Last time
I checked, seeing someone with a different political
stance than you as someone who wants to better the
country with different ideas isn’t an offense worthy
of being tarred, feathered and run out of town.
Besides that, it’s a lazy criticism that requires no
actual argument behind it other than he’s respectfully talking to Clinton. “Here he’s standing next to
one of our political enemies, yet he isn’t even trying

to push her down a flight of stairs! Traitor!”
There isn’t just one group doing this, by the way.
Conservatives and liberals alike are guilty of demonizing the other to the point where compromising
and finding a solution that could benefit everyone
is tantamount to high treason.
How many times have I heard conservatives
described as modern-day robber barons seeking to
burn the poor and take all their possessions for the
rich? Too often. How many times have I heard liberals described as bearded Marxists that want political
correctness police patrolling the streets of their new
Soviet Union that robs the rich blind? Too often.
This isn’t to say that the solution to our political
problems always lie somewhere in the middle. The
fallacy of the golden mean is a dangerous one to fall
into. Sometimes a right-wing solution works more
for a problem, sometimes a left wing. People can be
particularly beholden toward one way or the other,
but the minute we decide that the other side isn’t
worth working with or trying to convince them of
some of our ideas, we become extremists that see
no value in thinking differently. Open-mindedness
and willingness to debate respectfully are the cornerstones of a working democracy and should be
encouraged instead of despised.
Congress just narrowly avoided earning the dubious honor of the least productive Congress in the
history of the U.S., passing only 296 laws in a twoyear period. The holder of that record is the 2011-13
Congress, with 283 laws passed. Let’s all try to start
working together like adults, instead of bickering
and complaining about each other like children.
Kevan Hulligan is a senior political science major. Contact Kevan at hulligkx@dukes.jmu.edu.

Every few weeks
These problems need a cultural
or so, The Islamic revolution in which education and
State of Iraq and awareness are prioritized by governthe Levant (ISIL) ment and society. I believe that it’s only
reminds us of its through education and cultural awaresavagery and bar- ness that we can tackle such problems
barism by publicly and create solutions for the long term.
and cruelly exeSimilarly, terrorism is a problem that
cuting individuals will need us to focus more on education and investing in areas in which
whom they’ve held captive.
Just in the past few weeks, ISIL terrorism is prevalent. If we already
beheaded Japanese journalist Kenji spend billions of dollars on our miliGoto, followed by the barbaric burn- tary and for defense, we can better use
ing of Jordanian pilot Moaz al-Kasabeh. that money to effectively fight terrorThe pilot’s death came after a failed ism in ways that will actually make the
negotiation between the
world a safer place.
Jordanian government and
Killing terrorists and
airstrikes might tempoISIL over Sajida al-Rishawi,
The U.S. has
an Iraqi convicted terrorist
rarily solve the problem,
been at “war
who was held in Jordan.
but it doesn’t fight the
with terrorism”
Most recently is Amerroot causes of terrorism,
ican hostage Kayla
such as poverty and a lack
since
the
Mueller’s death in an airof economic opportunisigning of the
strike targeting ISIL, as
ties, failed states and the
well as the kidnapping
of proper education.
Authorization for lack
and beheading of 21 EgypWithout doing so, terrorUse of Military
tian Copts in Libya. ISIL
ism and extremism will
also attacks people in the
remain an ideology that
Force
(AUMF)
Middle East as part of its
will only gain momenin September
tum as America gives
campaign to gain territory,
taking over whole villages
disenfranchised and less
2001, and it
and cities in Syria and Iraq.
educated individuals in
seems that the
The question many peothe Middle East more reaple may be asking is how
son to feel as though the
world
isn’t
safer
such an organization can
West threatens their lives.
be defeated. The U.S. has as a result.
The death of many
been at “war with terrorinnocent civilians in the
ism” since the signing of
region as a result of that
the Authorization for Use
war has been used as a
of Military Force (AUMF)
recruitment call by terin September 2001, and it seems that rorist organizations.
the world isn’t any safer as a result.
By continuing our fight in the same
Is terrorism something the U.S. can way it has been going for the past 14
defeat through military action? Or will years, we’ll only be giving terrorists
it take more than airstrikes and billions more material of which they can use
of dollars in defense spending to defeat anti-American sentiment to further
what seems to be a growing ideology?
their cause.
It’ll take patience and years of dediWe’ll be reinforcing the belief that
cation to defeat such a phenomenon. I there is a cultural war between the West
like to compare terrorism to other soci- and the East no matter how many presetal plagues such as drug use, poverty idents come out and say we aren’t at
and sexual exploitation. For example, war with Islam, creating a never-ending
defeating and tackling the problem of cycle of distrust between the Middle
poverty does not include killing the East and the U.S.
poor, nor does solving drug addiction
include killing off addicts. In the same Nahla Aboutabl is a junior political
way, society can’t tackle sexual exploi- science and international affairs
tation by getting rid of all industries double major. Contact Nahla at
aboutanm@dukes.jmu.edu.
that use sex to profit.
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A lasting impression

Museum of American Jewelry Design & Manufacturing opens in Ice House to showcase jewelry from the industrial age
By ANDREA CROFT
contributing writer

B

right show lights beam down on the glittering showcases of handmade jewelry. Intricate,
detailed designs gleam outward from the glass
cases to the customers of Hugo Kohl’s Museum
of American Jewelry Design & Manufacturing. Music plays
softly through the showroom’s atmosphere, but a faint tinkering sound can be heard in the workspace below.
For those interested in watching the products themselves
being created, the museum’s show room extends a unique
experience. Through the glass separating the showroom
from the workshop itself, customers are invited to observe
as Master Goldsmith Hugo Kohl and his employees bring
the antique and rare art of their handmade jewelry to life.
Freshly established in its new downtown location
in the Ice House, the Museum of American Jewelry
Design & Manufacturing brings more than just average jewelry to Harrisonburg’s table.
“Hugo’s a revivalist of jewelry from the period of
the 1920s to the mid 1930s,” said Peter DiCristofaro, president of the Providence Jewelry Museum
in Providence, Rhode Island, and an old colleague of Kohl.
Over the past couple of years, DiCristofaro
has helped Kohl in his endeavors to create a
historically accurate industrial age jewelry
museum in Harrisonburg, similar to the one
in Providence. By bringing together a series
of industrial and non-electric machines from
the early industrial period and the molds that
were originally used to create jewelry, Kohl
has not only specialized his trade to the revival
of this form, but created a historical sanctuary
for this jewelry-making method.
As DiCristofaro indicated, “[The Museum of
American Jewelry Design & Manufacturing is]
certainly one of the only establishments where you
can see a retail store combined with a museum.”
Built around the premise of an old and steadily
fading art form, Kohl’s jewelry is made using hubs,
dies and rolls: technology initially implemented to create jewelry before the eve of a mass-producing industry.
“Back then, computers didn’t exist; you had to do
it through your own hands,” Kohl said regarding the
museum’s favored practice of utilizing hubs from the ’20s
and ’30s. These hubs are the casts that, through the aid of

the goldsmith, are utilized to create jewelry by way of molds.
Through a combination of heavy, industrial age machines
and personal, human craftsmanship and refinement, Kohl’s
jewelry is created through a hands-on process from start to
finish, a large contrast to the automated process used in
modern factories.
The business is much
more than a jewelry
store in that
not only is

jewelry made and sold on site, but a rich history along with
the trade is kept alive and well within the museum.
“These skills are disappearing,” Kohl said. “We wanted this
to be a storehouse for the history and the skills where we can
pass them on so that they don’t disappear.”
True to these words, Kohl did just that in his efforts to
retain this rich tradition. He first began his journey to
a career with this art form when he noticed, in
the cleanup of a deteriorated warehouse in
Providence, Rhode Island, that a truckload of hubs were on their way to
be sold as scrap metal.
see JEWELRY, page 8

Local resident
Hugo Kohl,
the owner of
the Museum
of American
Jewelry Design
& Manufacturing,
designs jewelry
modeled after
jewelry from the
’20s and ’30s.

DANIELLE EPIFA

NIO / THE BREE

ZE

MikeTV | Restaurant review

With a side of marinara, please
Vito’s Italian Kitchen has pleasant picnic vibes with good, affordable food
By MIKE DOLZER
The Breeze

a house salad with Italian dressing made in house,
an 8-inch cheese pizza, an arrangement of mozzarella sticks and fried ravioli with complimentary garlic
On the outskirts of Harrisonburg there’s a cozy knots.
“cucina” tucked away by a local Food Lion. Despite
All of it was very good and the service was friendly
it being overshadowed by the enorand fast. I was shocked at how good
mity of the grocery store, it’s a gem
the food actually is since the loca1039 Port Republic Road
worth seeking out.
tion is so unassuming. It wasn’t the
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
Now as great as Vito’s Italian
best Italian food I’ve ever had, but
Kitchen is, I would’ve never ended
it was definitely up there.
Vito’s Italian
up there if it wasn’t by mistake. I was
The aesthetic and presentaKitchen
tion was a nice surprise. The
originally assigned to review Pho Ha,

but the GPS took me to a place called
pizza’s cheese had what my friend
Vietopia instead. Thinking that Vietdescribed as “that orangish color
$$
opia had simply replaced Pho Ha,
that lets you know it’s authentic.”
my friend and I attempted to enter
The mozzarella sticks were in a
the building, but much to our dismay, it was closed star-shape, the ravioli in a circle around the marinara
on Mondays.
sauce (which was also made in house) and the salad
Irate, hungry and frozen, we saw the sign for Vito’s was served in a generous portion.
in the near distance and moved toward it with haste.
For all of that food you would think I’d be deep in
The first thing we noticed was the warmth, not just debt after paying the bill, but it was only around $30
temperature-wise (which was awesome since it had total. That’s an astonishingly low price for the cuisine’s
started snowing), but the warmth in the welcome the quality and quantity.
staff gave us. That warmth also extended to the decor,
One more point I want to touch on is that Vito’s
which had a diner vibe mixed with Italian flair.
is very vegetarian-friendly, as it displays on its webWooden signs with words such as
site. Many of the salads and starters
“laugh” adorn the walls while reddid not have meat, or they had the
checkered tablecloths blanket each
The restaurant
option to add meat for an additional
cost. Make no mistake, there’s plenty
table, evoking the sense of a pleasant
has a subtle
picnic. The most endearing part of the
of protein if you seek it, but it’s not
forced on you. I haven’t been to an
decor, though, is simple and fleeting: scent of pizza
The servers write their names on a
Italian place that catered to vegetable
that immediately
white paper tablecloth that snuggles
heads to that extent, so it’s nice to see
intensifies the
over the checkered one so that it faces
a restaurant here have a progressive
you. This cutesy quirk adds a personview on its food.
hunger known
alized, unique and smart aspect to the
Overall Vito’s Italian Kitchen was
only to JMU
experience, like the server wants to
a great experience. The inexpensive
establish more of a relationship with
and generous options were more
students with no
than enough to satisfy my hunger.
the customer.
Dining Dollars left
The food also was presented well
The restaurant has a subtle scent of
and most importantly, tasted great.
pizza that immediately intensifies the
hunger known only to JMU students
The vegetarian awareness and comwith no Dining Dollars left.
fortable atmosphere also added to
The food itself was very well-prepared. My friend it. I will definitely be returning to inhale another four
and I agreed that for the sake of the review we should menu items, all in the name of research of course.
each eat a little bit of four different menu items to make
sure we hit every kind of food they offered.
Mike Dolzer is a freshman writing, rhetoric and
Much like the road to hell, our journey was paved technical communication and media arts and
with good intentions, but once we tasted our food we design double major. Contact Mike at dolzermj@
couldn’t stop at a “little bit.” Together we demolished dukes.jmu.edu.

MATT SCHMACHTENBERG / THE BREEZE

TOP Grace McLaughlin, a senior media arts and design major and server at Vito’s
Italian Kitchen, writes her name on the paper tablecloth in red crayon. BOTTOM
The garlic knots with house-made marinara sauce were an excellent starter.
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jewelry | Museum has the
largest hub collection in the U.S.

Danielle Epifanio / The Breeze

Hugo Kohl, master goldsmith, stands in the shop at The Museum of American Jewelry &
Manufacturing, which opened to the public Thursday. The space is not only a vintage jewelry museum,
but offers customers a view of the jewelry-making workshop.

from page 7

“We didn’t realize he would do it on the
spot,” she said. “It’s great that they’re so
“I got into my car and chased after them,” accommodating. And it’s very interesting to
Kohl said. “It was a spur-of-the-moment be able to watch the process. It makes you
decision that has had
want to come back.”
ramifications for me for “Our idea in creating
The museum
opened its new locathe rest of my life.”
tion to the public at
Now, 28 years later, this museum with this
the museum holds the floorplan was to let people 217 S. Liberty Street
on Thursday and is
title of the largest collecalready cultivating an
tion of hubs in the United see what the process
expanding interest
States with over 7,000 hub looks like, smells like and
from Harrisonburg’s
designs to choose from. To
Charles and Ruth Hilliard, sounds like so they can
community.
a couple who came in for get the whole experience.”
“This is a life-long
skill to learn,” Kohl
repairs, the experience
proved awe-inspiring on Hugo Kohl
said of his techniques
multiple levels.
for the production of
master goldsmith of the
“I had a broken neck- Museum of American Jewelry
the museum’s jewelry.
lace chain and Charles Design & Manufacturing
He hopes to bring the
lost his wedding band,”
same satisfaction he
Ruth said. “We had heard
gets from the art to the
city of Harrisonburg.
good things about Hugo,
so we decided to come by.”
“Our idea in creating this museum with
The Hilliards were surprised when Kohl this floor plan was to let people see what the
took the task straight to work, allowing the process looks like, smells like and sounds
couple to enjoy their visit by browsing the like so they can get the whole experience.”
displays and watching the process of jewelry-making play out below where they sat in Contact Andrea Croft at croftah@
dukes.jmu.edu.
the showroom.

Sledding | Students use snow
days to find the best places on and
off campus to have some outdoor fun

YOU’RE
GOING
TO
LOVE
IT
HERE

SAVE

$150

WITH REDUCED FEES
Marshal riggs / The Breeze

Rebecca Mendelsohn (left), a freshman hospitality major and Riya Patel, a freshman biology major,
went sledding on a hill outside of The Village during the snow day on Tuesday, Feb. 17.
from front

can climb back up the stairs instead of trying to
climb back up the hill, which is easily the worst
how fast their combined weight would cause part about sledding.”
Junior graphic design major Julious Figueroa
them to go on such a steep hill.
Field would like to warn future sledders to use and sophomore political science major Leilani
a hill with grass at the bottom, not pavement, and Bartell like to take advantage of the weather off
campus as well as on.
to be aware of the weight on the sled.
“I personally go sledding off campus,”
While sledding can be dangerous, being aware
of the surrounding terrain can help to make it a Figueroa said. “There’s this huge hill right next
safe and incredibly fun activity. After all, there’s to University Park by the ropes course.”
Figueroa likes to gather up
nothing like getting the gang
his friends and head for the
together and flying down a hill “I personally go sledding
hills at night when there’s
at the speed of light on top of
off campus. There’s
more people out. His twist on
a pizza box.
sledding often includes surfSledders have been known this huge hill right next
ing down the hill by standing
to use trash can lids, dining
up on the sled. Although he
hall trays, trash bags and even to University Park by
ended up jamming three of
laundry baskets (which tend the ropes course.”
his fingers one of the first
to tip over) to get their snowy
times he went sledding as a
adrenaline rushes. Buying Julious Figueroa
child, it still continues to be a
an actual sled is virtually junior graphic design major
nostalgic activity.
unnecessary with the endless
“There was a tree in the
possibilities for surrogates.
way so I kind of jumped and
“[My friends and I] started
out using the lids to plastic tubs,” Heather Mill- rolled,” Figueroa said.
Bartell lives in Stone Gate, known for its
er, a sophomore nursing major, said. “The ridges
really slow you down, though. We figured out famously hilly terrain, where she and her roommates meet other sledders and bond over the
that boogie boards are the best.”
While sledding down the hill between the experience with them.
“We went sledding with a bunch of random
Integrated Science and Technology and University Recreation buildings, Miller and her friends people in Stone Gate but it was cool because
discovered that a boogie board could actually you’re doing something fun so it doesn’t realgain more speed than a real sled. They also saw ly matter who you’re with,” Bartell said as she
some people using large industrial oil drip pans chuckled at some sledders falling into the snow
nearby.
for sleds while they were there.
By evening, Saturday’s snow was too deep and
“I don’t know where they got them, I was
powdery for them to make it down the hill.
afraid to ask,” Miller said.
All the sledders are in agreement that snow
The Festival lawn and hills at The Village are
also popular sledding locations on campus, but on the ground makes the cold more bearable.
“I’m personally not a winter person,” Figueroa
most veterans seem to agree that the ISAT hill
said. “But you might as well enjoy it.”
is the best.
“It’s useful because it’s near the stairs to
UREC,” Eryn Mann, a senior writing, rhetoric Contact Julia Nelson at
and technical communication major, said. “You nelso3jl@dukes.jmu.edu.

SPACES GOING
FAST FOR
FALL 2015
S O U T H V I E WJ M . C O M
1070 Lois Lane • 540.432.0600
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men’s basketball (18-11)

Dukes tame Cougars
Yohanny Dalembert scores career-high 21 points as JMU wins fifth-straight game
By Stephen Proffitt
The Breeze

ERin WIlliams / The Breeze

Sophomore forward Yohanny Dalembert drives to the basket during Sunday’s game.

Men’s
basketball’s
remaining
schedule:

Sometimes having your mother in the stands
can spark a career afternoon. Yohanny Dalembert
stepped up and filled a necessary void in JMU’s
68-61 victory over the College of Charleston on
Sunday.
“She came last year to see me play, but I
messed up so bad in the game that I didn’t get
in so I was trying to make up for that,” Dalembert said. “She told me to just go out there and
play because every time she sees me play, I’m
nervous.”
Dalembert, a sophomore forward, stepped to
the free-throw line 14 times on Sunday, connecting on 11, somewhat unusual for the 67-percent
shooter. He finished with a career-high 21 points
and eight rebounds.
“That’s kind of how he’s played,” head coach
Matt Brady said. “He was 5-9, so really efficient
game. He got to the foul line and made his free
throws. That’s a game where we hope for him to
get 14, 16, 17 [free throws]. Tonight he gets 14 free
throws, makes most of them … I was happy he
played well in front of his family.”
The game, originally scheduled for 7 p.m. Saturday night, was postponed due to the area’s
winter storm. Dalembert said he was ready to play
the game Saturday night, while junior guard Winston Grays said he was stuck inside his apartment
during the blizzard.
But Sunday, finally on the court, a slew of turnovers by both sides kept many scorers at bay in
the first half as JMU took a 32-28 advantage into
the break. The Dukes implemented solid defense
throughout, starting out playing man-to-man,
then transitioning to their classic 2-3 zone and
even a 3-2 zone midway through the second half.
Junior guard Ron Curry felt the winter woes
going 0-11 from the field Sunday, a statistic he
only recorded one other time this season, on Dec.
20 against High Point University.
“[Curry] was an important factor in the game,
but the other half was Dalembert,” Charleston
head coach Earl Grant said. “And he kicked our
butt. We had no answer.”
Games like these may signify a blessing in disguise for JMU as opponents spend much time
preparing for Curry, slightly overlooking other
potential threats.
“Everyone stepped up and played good regardless of how I was shooting,” Curry said. “Anytime
you go 0-11, it’s kind of frustrating, but you try not

Feb. 25
at
UNCW
(16-11)

to let it bother you.”
It’s been proven, they don’t need Curry’s points
to win, but they do need someone else to step up
and recently there’s always been someone.
“Hopefully we have an identity now that we
don’t need one guy to be highly efficient,” Brady
said.
Despite Curry’s five-point game, his lowest total since Jan. 3 when he scored five points
against Towson University, he turned the ball
over zero times. It was the first game all season
Curry went without a turnover, an impressive feat
for a point guard who’s played over 1,000 minutes
this season, including 38 Sunday afternoon. The
Dukes turned the ball over just nine times overall
against the Cougars, just three in the second half.
“I told our team we could play this game in
single digit turnovers,” Brady said.
Brady’s starting lineup featuring freshman
guard Joey McLean is now 5-0, with Grays coming off the bench. The five-game win streak is the
longest since a nine-game streak from Dec. 11,
2010 to Jan. 15, 2011, a streak which included fivestraight Colonial Athletic Association wins.
“Coming off the bench I get to see basically
what’s happening on the floor,” Grays said. “I can
see how I can change the outcome of the game.
I think it does help me because it slows everything down.”
Grays turned in his best performance off the
bench thus far with 13 points, 3-4 from threepoint range.
“Winston Grays is a guy that figures out the
game on the bench,” Brady said.
Defeating a the last place team in the conference precedes to the Dukes’ most important road
test to date: a Wednesday night matchup inside
Trask Coliseum against the University of North
Carolina Wilmington. The Dukes were strangled
by UNCW’s press offense back on Feb. 4 inside
the Convocation Center and, fittingly, it was their
last loss too. JMU had 13 turnovers that night in
a 77-65 loss.
“Now the challenge is that we flip the page here
Wednesday where we have to play with five or six
turnovers per half to give ourselves a chance to
win,” Brady said.
With Sunday’s win, the Dukes (18-11, 11-5 CAA)
moved back into a three-way tie for first in the
CAA with UNCW (16-11, 11-5 CAA) and Northeastern University (19-10, 11-5 CAA).
CoNtact Stephen Proffitt
at proffittjs@gmail.com.

CAA Championship
March 6-9
Royal Farms Arena
Baltimore, Maryland

Feb. 28
vs.
Hofstra
(18-11)

women’s basketball (23-3)

Hofstra hands JMU first loss in conference
Team’s 21-game home winning streak snapped in one point loss to the Pride
By robert williams
The Breeze

After winning 14 straight games overall and 21
straight at the JMU Convocation Center, the No.
23/21 JMU women’s basketball team lost to Hofstra University 63-62 at the Convo on Sunday
afternoon.
The Dukes’ last loss this season came on Nov. 28
against the then No. 10-ranked University of Maryland in the San Juan Shootout in San Juan, Puerto
Rico. The team’s last loss at home was on Dec. 18,
2013 against Vanderbilt University.
On Sunday, after JMU (23-3, 14-1 Colonial Athletic Association) led by as many as five points in
the first half, Hofstra (18-9, 11-5 CAA) overtook that
lead, expanded it on an 18-5 run and, despite a JMU
comeback, never looked back.
“Today just wasn’t our day,” head coach Kenny
Brooks said. “Right from the start, everything was
a little off. I thought we lost our composure a lot
throughout the game because we were trying too
hard in some instances.”

Junior guard Precious Hall led the Dukes with 26
points, followed by redshirt junior guard Jazmon
Gwathmey with 11 and junior guard Angela Mickens with 10.
In the first half, Hofstra controlled the pace with
active defense and limiting JMU’s possessions. The
Pride scored 38 points in the first half, the most
given up by the Dukes in the first half at home since
the Jan. 6 game against University of North Carolina Wilmington when they allowed 35.
In spite of foul trouble, and a bit of missed
calls, the Dukes continued to battle hard and stay
focused.
“We were looking for the referees to try to bail us
out, whatever the call was, right or wrong,” Brooks
said. “All of a sudden we found our niche and were
able to cut into the lead, but we just weren’t able
to get over the hump.”
Nevertheless, Hall said this game is nothing the
team needs to dwell on.
“When things aren’t going our way, we have to
see WBB, page 10

Women’s basketball’s remaining schedule:
Feb. 27 vs. Northeastern (4-21)
March 1 at Delaware (13-13)
March 4 vs. Charleston (5-21)
CAA Championship, March 12-15, Show Place Arena
mark owen / The Breeze

Junior guard Angela Mickens had 10 points and six assists in Sunday’s 63-62 loss to Hofstra.

Upper Marlboro, Maryland
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CLub sports

Take it to the mat

Club wrestling team prepares for conference tournament on Saturday
By forrest deal
The Breeze

In most sports, fighting is frowned upon, but in wrestling it
defines the sport.
For the JMU club wrestling team, it’s how a group of roughly 20
students choose to spend their time. The club team is a studentrun organization that competes in five to six wrestling matches
throughout the school year. The club practices for two hours, four
times a week in the Godwin Hall combatives room.
The brotherhood that members find in the club is part of its
appeal. Spending exhausting hours wrestling teammates can certainly bring a group of athletes together.
“We are a smaller club team compared to other schools but
that doesn’t stop us, we have a lot of talent,” Stefan Haas, a senior
engineering major and club secretary said.
The club is relatively new. In 2007, JMU athletics cut men’s wrestling as a varsity sport. Many athletes still had the desire to compete
after the program ended. Shortly thereafter the club wrestling team
was started. Since its beginnings, the club has remained a small
elite group of wrestlers bent on improving the skills on the mat.
“Every time I meet another wrestler I automatically have a special bond with them because you both understand the hardships
you have gone through,” Trey Gregory, club president and junior
finance major, said.
All the team members had at least some wrestling experience
before they joined the club. Although team members come from
all over Virginia, the wrestlers bond over the satisfaction they get
from working hard and competing.
“Most if not all of us wrestled all through high school, we love
the sport and wanted to keep wrestling once we got to college,”
Steven Cotnoir, club vice president and junior health science
major, said.
One advantage that students running the club get is that they
courtesy of joey moughan
make their own rules. But they take that responsibility seriously
Junior Steven Cotnoir takes down an opponent from Ferrum University during last year’s conference tournament at East Tennessee State University.
in their training.
Earlier this month, the club placed third at the Builder Duals set on the conference meet this Saturday. The meet will be held
“Wrestlers have a certain mentality, an aggressive mind set,”
Cotnoir said. “You train all week long so you can get your hand held at The Apprentice School in Newport News, Virginia. The at Liberty University.
Dukes also placed third at the Penn State Mont Alto on Feb. 7.
“We’ve ramped up the intensity in practice,” Joey
raised at the end of the match.”
The extensive time in the gym paid off last year when the team Moughan, team treasurer and sophomore justice studThe team competes throughout the school year starting in late
November and ending in March. The team competes against other finished fourth in its conference out of more than 20 college club ies major, said. “The top four in each weight class qualify
college club teams like Longwood University, Liberty University teams — an impressive feat given that some colleges have coach- for nationals. We’re bringing 10 wrestlers to the conference
ing staffs while other clubs such as Florida Gulf Coast University meet and our goal is for everyone to qualify for nationals.”
and the University of Maryland.
“Right now we’re in the core part of our season, we’ve had a offer scholarships to compete.
The club team is nearing the end of its season with its sights Contact Forrest Deal at dealaf@dukes.jmu.edu.
competition almost every weekend,” Gregory said.

proffitt & Fraser |

Double Take

What effect will A-Rod’s letter have?

Yankees tickets will still be sold
By Stephen Proffitt
The Breeze

While discussing the NBA trade deadline on our
weekly podcast, Fraser brought up Kevin Garnett
going back to Minnesota. Having taken a back seat
to a good bit of this NBA banter, I leaned into the
mic and said, “Tickets.”
It doesn’t matter how old Garnett is (38), or how
much impact he’ll have on a
struggling franchise (12-42).
His jersey will sell in the merch
stores strewn throughout the
Target Center and fans will once
again fill the seats to see their
beloved KG.
In the midst of MLB’s evergrowing steroid scandal, a
dilemma that has proven to be a sharp needle for
the office of the commissioner, Alex Rodriguez
published a handwritten, cursive letter to his fans
last week. He apologized and took responsibility for his actions, which led to his 162-game (full
season) suspension last year after his shady use of
performance enhancing drugs (PED) was revealed.
This letter, which bypassed the New York Yankees public relations department and the lethal
New York media, directly addressed Rodriguez’
fans. And people will come out in droves to support him in his return this season.
Scores of tickets will be sold with Rodriguez’s
return. The thing with this human growth hormone (HGH) epidemic is it could be argued that
the majority of fans out there really don’t care that
much that their favorite athletes are “so-called”
cheating.

According to ticket website TiqIQ and an article published by Forbes, Yankees ticket prices are
up 35 percent from last season, making the average price $145.70. As a baseball fan and purist of
the sport, I’m always upset to learn about players’
HGH use, but it’s something we can move forward
from.
Surely people are entitled to any opinion on the
matter, but you can’t deny A-Rod the attention he
deserves. I’m taking a pretty optimistic stance on
this topic because of his overall worth to the game.
His name sells tickets. His jersey creates revenue.
I don’t want to be one of the people focusing on
his past, unless we’re talking his 654 home runs or
1,964 runs batted in.
Would some of these exist sans his use of HGH?
There’s no truthful answer for that, in my opinion.
There’s no sports science for HGH or PED. We
don’t know what the real, statistical difference
is when using HGH. Many normal people in our
society use HGH-type products on a daily basis.
They too are altering the performance of their
bodies. Folks, Viagra is a PED too. It’ll be hard to
completely eliminate PED use in baseball, as the
technology is too enhanced for what sometimes
seems like medieval surveillance.
This problem doesn’t have to plague our media
stream and our conscious because it surely isn’t
affecting ticket sales. A-Rod, while I can’t stand
him, served his time and I’m all right with welcoming him back to baseball. He should work on
his cursive writing though. It’s a little sloppy for the
starting third baseman of the New York Yankees.
Contact Stephen Proffitt at
proffittjs@gmail.com.

Everyone just needs to move on

By Ryan Fraser
The Breeze

To start off, I would like to say that
Stephen Proffitt is alive and I can visually confirm he’s ticking. We recorded our
weekly podcast titled “Athletically Challenged,” which everyone should check out,
and I’ve finally seen the man. Anyway,
enough of the shameless
plugs, let’s delve into
this week’s topic, one
I’m sure Stephen has
been chomping at the
bit to write.
Unless you’ve been
living under a rock,
you know that Alex
Rodriguez has returned to Major League
Baseball’s spotlight. After serving a 162game suspension, the entire 2014 season,
Rodriguez will be making his long-awaited return. But of course, being A-Rod, he
waded into the limelight by apologizing
with a handwritten note. Now before I jump
into A-Rod’s return and reception, I would
like to admit the fact that I am a die-hard
Red Sox fan and despise him.
With that being said, I’m still divided
on where I stand on this whole mess. Do I
think what he did was acceptable? Absolutely not. Did he cheat the game? Without
a doubt. Should fans ridicule him at every
away game? Sure, why not. Will I be yelling
at the TV if he hits a home run against the
Red Sox? Most definitely. But should we

as fans and a society move on? Well yes, I
think so.
Let me reiterate the point that fans can
be angry and distraught that Rodriguez
cheated the game feeling that he may have
cost his team a playoff spot, series win or
championship. People that should be upset
the most are the current and former players
who were victimized on the field by A-Rod;
and they definitely have made their feelings
known.
But let’s move on. He isn’t going to get
into the National Baseball Hall of Fame, at
least not without a huge asterisk next to his
name. He won’t have a career in broadcast
or management after he retires, but I never
felt like that was Rodriguez’s game anyway.
Exile will be bestowed upon him after he
retires and that is fine by me. He served his
suspension, now let him play baseball. He
has every right to earn a living after doing
his time, as long as he’s doing it clean.
Anybody who says he shouldn’t be playing because of his “shaming” of the game
needs to sit down. He didn’t commit a
felony, he cheated in a game. Let’s move
on, society. Just don’t give him the time
of day; treat him like a utility infielder, an
unknown. Let A-Rod fade into obscurity
without the limelight. That’s how we hurt
people like him — not by flashing posters
ridiculing him, but by barely acknowledging his existence.
Contact Ryan Fraser at
fraserrc@dukes.jmu.edu.

WBB | ‘It shows that we’re not invincible ... it’s definitely a motivating loss.’
from page 9

overcome adversity at times,” Hall said. “We still have about
three or four more games left until we head into conference [tournament] play. I guarantee you by then we’ll get
it straight.”
Entering the second half, Hofstra shot 50 percent from the
floor and shot 4-7 from behind the arc for the game.
“They’re a good basketball team,” Brooks said. “You give
them good looks, they’re going to knock them down. They
made a couple shots to help elevate the lead and we just
didn’t respond right.”
Hofstra’s interior defense also affected the Dukes when
Lauren Okafor, a redshirt senior was held to just five points
for the game.
Brooks experimented with sophomore forward Da’Lishia
Griffin and junior forward Destiny Jones throughout the
game in an attempt to fill the frontcourt scoring gap.
Then toward the latter part of the second half, JMU sent
the crowd into an uproar, as the team, led by Mickens, Hall,
and junior guard Ashley Perez, started to bounce back.
These three contributed to a 25-8 run, tying the game at
59 with a minute remaining. But the game slipped away as
Hofstra saw a perfect 4-4 from the free-throw line.
“I wouldn’t say we had [the game] at hand, but I thought
we had a chance to win,” Brooks said. “For that, I’m very
proud of the kids. I’m very proud because they fought.”
According to Mickens, this game was far from a “wakeup call.” It was a loss to learn from and an opportunity to
get better.
“I don’t believe in wake-up calls personally,” Mickens
said. “It’s a humbling loss. It shows that we’re not invincible. But hey, it’s definitely a motivating loss.”
The Dukes’ next contest is this Friday when they face
Northeastern University (4-21, 1-14 CAA) at 7 p.m. at home
in the Convocation Center.
Contact Robert Williams at
willi2rj@dukes.jmu.edu.

Mark Owen / The Breeze

JMU women’s basketball coach Kenny Brooks on the sideline during the Dukes’ loss to Hofstra University on Sunday, the team’s first loss in 15 games.
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Taste of Thai
Sushi & Asian Fusion

Accepting Donations of:

50 W. Water St,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540.432.0105

Clothing • Household Items
Furniture • Books

www.restaurantbeyond.com
www.facebook.com/restaurantbeyond

Open Daily for Lunch & Dinner
Daily Specials

Outdoor Dining

Private Banquet Rooms
917 S. High Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540.801.8878

International Grocery Store

Monday – Saturday, 10-4

Specializing in Asian & Hispanic
Products including fresh produce

To arrange pick-up of furniture or
other large items, please call:
(540) 327-0402

Sunday - Saturday 8:30am - 10:00pm
921 S. High St
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540.432.6157

182 Neff Avenue • Harrisonburg
(540) 217-0337
blueridgehospice.org

Tech Support Inc.
Crack Screen & Computer Repair

540.435.1170
iPhone 5s/5c
iPhone 5
iPhone 4/4s
Virus Removal
Laptop Repair
Mac Repair

$100
$90
$60
$100

▬►
5% DISCOUNT FOR JMU STUDENTS
Mon-Sat 10am-8pm
Sun
Appointment Only

Open 7 Days a Week
Lunch & Dinner

Oriental Market

Donation Hours:

Hours

Private Banquet Room

Family owned & operated.
Gourmet Thai Cuisine.

www.agiletechsupport.com
117A South Carlton Street
Harrisonburg, Va 22801

Visit www.breezejmu.org
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Caution:
Money Savings
Waived activity fee
Waived application fee
security deposit reduced to $150

Late to the housing game?

Come sign 2015-2016
with us! housing
410 Copper Beech Circle
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

(540) 438-0401
harrisonburg@cbeech.com

